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Description
A September 14, 2020 blog post from Sansec described a wave of compromises of e-commerce websites
running Magento 1, which went end-of-life in June. RiskIQ analysis shows that the skimmer used in this
campaign is a variant of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer. Through a review of open-source intelligence,
previous RiskIQ reporting, and new connections in RiskIQ data, we can trace the evolution of the skimmer
used in this campaign and connect it to the infrastructure used to carry out previous skimming activity.
Through our analysis of the infrastructure, the skimmer, and techniques used in these attacks, we believe
this activity to be connected to Magecart group 12.

RiskIQ Intelligence Brief
In January of 2019, we posted “New Year, Same Magecart: The Continuation of Web-based Supply
Chain Attacks,” which documented the compromise of Adverline, a French advertising agency, and the
widespread delivery of a skimmer by actors we track as Magecart Group 12. We detailed some notable
behaviors of both the loader and the two-stage skimmer:
•
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Loader snippet:
• Lightly obfuscated, hex encoding
• Injected into victim owned javascript
• Loads javascript from actor owned domains via:

Magecart Ant and Cockroach Skimmer

•

Skimmer:
• Two stages
• Heavily obfuscated
• Particular obfuscation is unique to group 12:

•

•

•
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Integrity checks and anti-deobfuscation (see post for full explanation):

Stage 1
• Carries out fingerprinting looking for window resizing events, debugging, console logging
• Every 500ms, clear the console of any logs created (anti-analysis technique)
• Loaded from actor owned domains
Stage 2
• Loaded from actor owned domains
• URL checks looking for payment pages
• In this case, some terms are in French and German, tailored to fit Adverline’s European
customer pool:

Magecart Ant and Cockroach Skimmer

•
•
•

Internationalized payment terms
Data exfiltration is performed through a URL-encoded POST request, which has the stolen
information base64 encoded into the body.
Skimmer code padded with junk data.

A March 2019 post from Sucuri also took note of this skimmer and its unique form of obfuscation, which
uses radixes. The author also noted the use of URL checks looking for payment pages:

A follow-up post identified five domains connected to the skimmer and noted that they had been tracking
the campaign since 2016 at least:
•
•
•
•

dnsden[.]biz
checkip[.]biz
logistic[.]tw
cloudservice[.]tw

In May of 2019, we detailed further Group 12 activity in “Magento Attack: All Payment Platforms are
Targets for Magecart Attacks.” We noted that the actors had targeted several different eCommerce
platforms such as Magento, OpenCart, and OSCommerce to compromise thousands of websites. In their
targeting of OpenCart sites, the group used a carefully crafted domain name and URL, batbing[.]com/
bat.min.js, to impersonate the legitimate Bing search engine hostname bat.bing.com/bat.js. Sometime
between January and May, they added a pre-filter to their loader snippet that ran a URL check for the
word “checkout.”
•
•
•
•

Pre-filter URL check for payment page added to loader
A large number of compromised sites
Targeting of eCommerce platforms, possible use of exploits
Cleverly crafted domains and URLs impersonating legitimate services
• batbing[.]com/bat.min.js
• These domains were involved in more recent activity (see below):
• http[.]ps//ajax.cloudflare.com
• ajaxcloudflare[.]com

In February of 2020, we posted “Magecart Group 12's Latest: Actors Behind Cyberattacks on Olympics
Ticket Resellers Deftly Swapped Domains to Continue Campaign”, where we detailed deft domain
swapping in response to takedowns. The skimmer still used the same obfuscation technique. However,
we noticed that the loader snippet had been changed again, eschewing the URL check for the payment
page and creating a variable named 'eventsListenerPool,' as an alias for document.createElement('script').
These changes may have been attempts to evade detection.
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In April, a Sucuri blog post by Denis Sinegubko noted gooogletagmanager[.]online as the
exfiltration channel for a sample of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer. This post also identified several
programmatically generated domains connected to the skimmer:
•

ql202141[.]pw

•

ql201243[.]pw

•

ql201041[.]pw

•

ql201721[.]pw

•

ql202657[.]pw

•

ql202989[.]pw

•

ql202412[.]pw

•

ql201456[.]pw

•

ql201000[.]pw

•

ql201463[.]pw

Each of these domains was registered with the email jashkinagal@yandex[.]ru. In May, this email
registered imags[.]pw, the exfiltration domain observed in the recent wave skimmers attacking Magento
1 sites. These domains are hosted by a Russian company, LLC Management Company "Svyaz,””, at the IP
83.166.244[.]76.
This IP hosts another domain connected to the skimmer:
•

myicons[.]net

As described by Malwarebytes in May, this domain masqueraded as a Magento favicon until it was loaded
on a payment page, at which point it loaded a fake payment form. The skimmer involved was the Ant
and Cockroach skimmer. The exfiltration domain for this version of the skimmer was psas[.]pw, which
is still live and hosted at Svyaz IP 83.166.242[.]105. This IP also currently hosts y5[.]ms, another domain
associated with this skimming activity.
In September, Sansec identified a wave of compromises of websites running Magento 1. The prototype.
js file on these compromised Magento sites had been modified to include malicious code. This code is
the loader for the skimmer. The loader runs regex checks against the URL to identify when it is loaded
on a checkout page. These checks are similar to those carried out by previous versions of the skimmer.
However, they have been moved from the skimmer to the loader in this campaign.

There is also a check to determine if DevTools is open in the browser:
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If the URL check succeeds and DevTools is not open, the skimmer is loaded from an actor owned domain,
such as mcdnn[.]net, in a file named widget.js. RiskIQ crawling has collected several samples of the loader,
both obfuscated and not obfuscated. We have also collected samples of the actual skimming code,
another heavily obfuscated version of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer.
The Sansec blog lists two IP addresses used to communicate with compromised servers and two domains
used to load the skimmer and exfiltrate payment data. A tweet from the company identified an additional
domain a few days later:
•
•
•
•
•

91.121.94[.]121
92.242.62[.]210
mcdnn[.]net
imags[.]pw
facelook[.]no

RiskIQ identified another domain, mcdnn[.]me, during our investigation. Since May, this domain has
been actively loading the same skimmer loader seen in the September wave of compromises. Here is an
example of the obfuscated loader script:

Since the campaign was publicized, the attackers have shuffled their infrastructure. They moved to load
the skimmer from ajaxcloudflare[.]com, which has also been active since May and moved the exfiltration
to a recently registered domain, consoler[.]in. We noted similar behavior in our blog post from February,
where we documented Group 12 quickly swapping in new domains to continue skimming as researchers
moved to take down domains they had identified.
The domains mcdnn[.]me, mcdnn[.]net, imags[.]pw, and ajaxcloudflare[.]com are all hosted on
IPs belonging to Svyaz. The imags[.]pw domain is currently hosted on 83.166.244[.]152, along with
gooogletagmanager[.]online and, previously, y5[.]ms.
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In March, Malwarebytes identified y5[.]ms and several other domains as part of a skimming campaign
mimicking Cloudflare’s rocket loader. The post also calls out two IPs hosting these domains, which again
belong to Svyaz.
•

http[.]ps

•

autocapital[.]pw

•

xxx-club[.]pw

•

e4[.]ms

•

y5[.]ms

•

83.166.248[.]67

•

83.166.244[.]189

Both autocapital[.]pw and psas[.]pw were registered with the email address nikola-az@rambler[.]ru.
This email is also connected to the (most likely fake) name Dzhamaldin Budunov, which appears on the
registration for http[.]ps, along with several other suspicious domains.
Malwarebytes documented two different versions of the skimmer. One version was loaded from http[.]
ps and featured English and Portuguese skimming terms in hex-encoded obfuscation and exfiltration via
autocapital[.]pw. The URL from which the skimmer was loaded cleverly mimicked Cloudflare:
http[.]ps//ajax.cloudflare.com…
As noted above, the September campaign also mimicked Cloudflare with the ajaxcloudflare[.]com
domain.
The other skimmer version noted by Malwarebytes was loaded on e4[.]ms and used the same unique
obfuscation technique that RiskIQ associated with Group 12 in our January 2019 blog post. Both these
versions are variants of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer, which was first publicly identified in a tweet by
@AffableKraut in August, 2019. The skimmer uses both English and Portuguese to carry out its skimming,
generates fake payment forms, and features the words “ant” and “cockroach” as part of its function names
and sprinkled throughout the skimming code.
RiskIQ captured a sample of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer hidden behind the same obfuscation as
previous Group 12 Skimmers. We have also seen the Ant and Cockroach skimmer use various other forms
of obfuscation and even no obfuscation, as in this sample, also loaded by e4[.]ms:

9. https://www.newsmaxfeednetwork.com/
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Here we have a deobfuscated sample of the Ant and Cockroach skimmer seen using the same
obfuscation as previous Group 12 skimmers. We can see the same hash check detailed in our January 2019
post along with the distinctive “ant” prepended to terms and the mixture of Portuguese and English used
to define different “payment_checkout” “windows”:

The current campaign continues to use the Ant and Cockroach skimmer, but the samples we have
collected did not use the “radix” obfuscation or the distinctive hash check. Instead, this version uses
simpler base64 encoding mixed with URI encoding and regex checks looking for whitespace added to
the code (indicating that the code was more legible for easier analysis). Here is a snippet of the encoded
array from this most recent sample:

And here is a snippet of the partially deobfuscated “payment_checkout” “windows.” We can see that
these are the same or similar to those from the collected earlier sample (see above), though the strings
are split up as another simple form of obfuscation.

10. https://community.riskiq.com/search/go.usmagazine-trending-news.com/hostpairs
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The skimmer also blocks console logging with the snippet
shown here, a functionality similar to the clearing of logs
done by the skimmer initially described in our January 2019
blog:
See also: Antoine Vastel’s blog post where he discusses
collecting and analyzing a sample of this skimmer.

Additional Infrastructure Investigation
While looking into the indicators listed above, we could do
some further pivoting and possibly tie this skimmer activity
to other malicious activities carried out in the past. As noted
above, two exfiltration domains, psas[.]pw and autocapital[.]
pw, were registered with the email nikola-az@rambler[.]ru,
which is also connected to the name Dzhamaldin Budunov,
which is connected to 17 suspicious domains, including
http[.]ps. Most of these domains were registered in 2016 or
2017.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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http[.]ps 2020-03-04 - 2020-09-05
2binary-education[.]pw 2017-03-13 - 2017-12-30
portal-f[.]pw
2017-02-06 - 2017-11-15
niywqcnp[.]pw
2016-09-22 - 2017-09-26
portal-a[.]pw
2016-11-30 - 2017-07-17
tattoopad[.]pw 2017-05-04 - 2017-07-17
pornostyle[.]pw 2017-05-01- 2017-05-19
search-components[.]pw 2017-05-17 - 2017-05-17
sexrura[.]pw
2017-05-05 - 2017-05-16
portal-e[.]pw
2017-01-29 - 2017-01-29
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

portal-d[.]pw
portal-c[.]pw
portal-b[.]pw
alexa-rank[.]pw
gnwnprnf[.]pw
xnprnfzn[.]pw
bgznnfzn[.]pw

2016-12-23 - 2017-01-22
2016-11-30 - 2017-01-15
2016-11-22 - 2016-11-22
2016-11-12 - 2016-11-12
2016-11-05 - 2016-11-05
2016-10-21 - 2016-10-21
2016-10-03 - 2016-10-03

Looking into this list, we can find several malicious activities tied to them in various OSINT articles from
past years. Coin miner injections and malicious redirects were observed on the “portal-” domains along
with recaptcha-in[.]pw. These domains share infrastructure at 217.12.204[.]185 along with google-statik[.]
pw, which is connected to recaptcha-in[.]pw and portal-d[.]pw by registration email jamal.budunoff@
yandex[.]ru. RiskIQ has flagged these domains for injecting coin miners into websites. Below we have
samples collected from recaptcha-in[.]pw and google-statik[.]pw collected in May 2020, injecting both
coin miners from a domain mimicking the now-defunct CoinHive service and malvertising redirects.

The inject on google-statik uses some obfuscation to hide its purpose:
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But looking at the sequence, we can clearly see the script adds calls for a coin miner at coin-hive[.]com
and something (possibly malvertising) at native.cli[.]bz:

Coin miners and malvertising injections are less profitable than payment data skimming, but digital
currency mining and traffic selling still make threat actors money. These injections have the added benefit
of being viable profit generators wherever they are injected, whereas skimmers must be inserted into the
payment pages of (ideally high traffic) eCommerce sites.
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Conclusion
The recent wave of attacks on Magento 1 sites and subsequent skimmer injections is connected to longrunning activity, including other skimming campaigns and other malicious injections, such as coin miners
and malvertising. The skimming activity has been various and has evolved, using different skimmers and
different skimmer variants. In all instances, we have observed the use of loader scripts that, in most cases,
run checks against the URL looking for checkout pages.
A web of infrastructure connections along with the techniques we and others have documented starting
in January 2019 (but also tied to activity since at least 2016) points to one group, which RiskIQ tracks
as Magecart Group 12. This group has carried out a large number of diverse Magecart attacks that often
compromise large numbers of websites at once through supply chain attacks, such as the Adverline
incident, or through the use of exploits such as in the September Magento 1 compromises.
Since August of 2019, the skimmer most often used by this group has been the Ant and Cockroach
skimmer. We have observed this skimmer using different forms of obfuscation, such as the distinctive
“radix” obfuscation. The recent wave of attacks uses a loader that runs checks against the URL and
ensures that developer tools are not in use before loading the skimmer. This loader has been observed
obfuscated and not obfuscated. The skimmer is the Ant and Cockroach skimmer, obfuscated with a
simple encoding, rather than the more complicated and recognizable “radix” obfuscation. RiskIQ data
allows us to easily connect this campaign to past activity and OSINT sources, putting the recent activity in
context and creating a complete picture of the actors behind it.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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